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Since the 1962 revolution that took out the monarch of Saudi Arabia  who interfered in
Yemen by playing one side against the other, tribes against one another, bribing political
parties to do their dirty work, fueling politicians against one another, Saudi Arabia has a firm
say on who rules Yemen, when we had our JFK “Ibrahim Al-hamdi” in 1974 he brought
economic prosperity to the country, his goal was to unite North and South Yemen. He also
had the goal of a fair and equal boarder settlement between Yemen and Saudi Arabia.
Unfortunately, in 1977 he was assassinated just like JFK. Saudi Arabia is equivalent to the
CIA deep state in the USA. After all, Yemen leaders were propped up by Saudi Arabia  and
when their mission ends, it’s curtains!

The movement of Ansar Allah or Huthis known after the leader’s surname “Abdulmalak Al-
Huthi” entered negotiations with the Yemen government Saudi/western-backed government
and when the negotiations were about to be settled with Ansar Allah securing some political
victories in 2015, Saudi Arabia backed by western coalitions, “just like Iraq war”, started a
bombing campaign to return the stooge leader Hadi to power “a Juan Guaidó/Zelenskyy-like
president”.

In a few months the coalitions crumbled leaving Saudi Arabia, UAE and USA in the war
campaign, weapons sold to the Saudis from the far corners of the earth including Justin
Trudeau’s regime. The ultimate goal is balkanization of Yemen to six parts, based on tribal,
religious alignments which Ansar Allah strongly opposed. Just like the war on Russia, the
goal is balkanization.

In  today’s  political  realignments,  Saudi  Arabia  can  no  longer  guarantee  USA  support
therefore it has no options but to settle their differences with Iran, Syria and try and make
peace with the Ansar Allah, a thorn in their backside.

The Ansar Allah movement or Huthis consider themselves a resistance movement and align
with  movements  across  the  Middle  East  in  Palestine,  Lebanon,  Iran,  and Syria.  These
movements see Saudi  Arabia and gulf  states as USA/western proxies,  these resistance
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movements have a goal of expelling foreign troops who are meddling in the Arab world and
the stealing its resources. Example, USA occupation of Eastern Syria and the oil theft.

Today, Saudi Arabia in the Yemen negotiations claims itself as a mediator between arguing
Yemeni factions, Ansar Allah refuses such claim and insists that Saudi Arabia & USA are a
party to the conflict and must compensate for the destruction they caused in Yemen; USA
must end the siege and all embargoes on the country and resume trade. Yemen is in no
need of charity if the siege is lifted. The siege gives a reason for Soros’s NGO’s “a tool, a
way to interfere in any country’s affairs”.

USA uses proxies when it comes to the middle east.

Have a listen from the horses’ mouth, Hillary Clinton:
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